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Abstract
Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) is a highly contagious disease of cloven-hoofed animals.
FMD virus (FMDV) shows a strong tropism for epithelial cells, and FMD is characterised by
cell lysis and the development of vesicular lesions in certain epithelial tissues (for example,
the tongue). By contrast, other epithelial tissues do not develop lesions, despite being sites
of viral replication (for example, the dorsal soft palate). The reasons for this difference are
poorly understood, but hypotheses are difficult to test experimentally. In order to identify the
factors which drive cell lysis, and consequently determine the development of lesions, we
developed a partial differential equation model of FMDV infection in bovine epithelial tissues
and used it to explore a range of hypotheses about epithelium structure which could be driv-
ing differences in lytic behaviour observed in different tissues. Our results demonstrate that,
based on current parameter estimates, epithelial tissue thickness and cell layer structure
are unlikely to be determinants of FMDV-induced cell lysis. However, differences in receptor
distribution or viral replication amongst cell layers could influence the development of
lesions, but only if viral replication rates are much lower than current estimates.
Introduction
Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) is one of the most infectious diseases of cloven-hoofed animals
[1]. Domestic and wildlife species are susceptible to infection by FMD virus (FMDV), including
cattle, swine, sheep, deer, bison and antelope [2]. FMD is of significant worldwide socio-eco-
nomic importance [1, 3, 4], because it can cause substantially reduced productivity in domestic
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animals for an extended period of time [1] and has been associated with abortion in pregnant
animals and myocarditis and death in young livestock [5].
The principal clinical signs of FMD are vesicular lesions on the feet and in or around the
mouth (Fig 1); other clinical signs include oral or nasal discharge, lameness, reluctance to stand
Fig 1. (a)–(d) Typical FMDV epithelial vesicles on the tongue and hoof of infected cattle (black arrows). (a) Recently ruptured tongue vesicle, lesion is
extensive as demarcated by blanching of the epithelium across the rostral surface of the tongue. Blanched epithelium has begun to slough, leaving erosions.
(b) Unruptured fluid filled vesicle on the heel of the hoof. (c) Erosion on the rostal tip of the tongue, epithelium has sloughed exposing raw epithelium below.
(d) Ruptured interdigital vesicle, blanched epithelium is sloughing exposing raw epithelium below.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138571.g001
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or move and fever [5]. The development of vesicular lesions is observed in certain epithelial tis-
sues within infected animals, while other tissues remain unaffected. For example, although cat-
tle develop severe vesicular lesions in the tongue [1], the epithelial layer on the dorsal surface of
the soft palate (DSP) (see Fig 2) does not develop visible vesicles or lesions [5]; it is, however,
not known whether cell death still occurs within the DSP. The absence of lesions in the DSP is
despite the fact that this is considered to be a primary site of infection and one of the main sites
of initial FMDV replication [5, 6]. The causes of the different pathological behaviour between
the tongue and the DSP are currently unknown, but it has been suggested that it is a conse-
quence of the different epithelial structure of these tissues [5].
Epithelia in both the tongue and DSP are stratified into layers (called basal, spinous, granular
and corneal [7]) (see Fig 2(a) in [8]), but the structure of the tissues differs greatly. While the
tongue is thick, mainly due to a vast spinous layer, the DSP is much thinner. In addition, the
tongue includes all four cell layers, while the DSP lacks distinct granular and corneal layers.
Fig 2. Diagram of cattle head. Location of DSP (green arrow) and tongue (yellow arrows) bovine tissues. Lesions in tongue usually occur close to the tip
(left-most yellow arrow).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138571.g002
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Expression levels of the main receptor used by FMDV for cell entry, αvβ6, differ markedly
between tongue and DSP, with high levels of expression in tongue and no detectable expression
in DSP [9]. There are also differences in expression of αvβ6 between layers within tissues, with
the highest levels seen in the spinous layer [9]. Alternatively, viral replication rates could differ
between the tissues or between layers in the same tissue. Any or all of these differences could
potentially explain the difference in outcome following FMDV infection of the tongue and DSP.
To test experimentally whether or not these differences (in structure, receptor distribu-
tion or viral replication) explain why lesions form in the tongue but not in the DSP would be
extremely difficult. Accordingly, we developed a partial differential equation (PDE) model to
describe dynamics of FMDV in structured epithelium. The model is designed so that it is
capable of incorporating the hypothesised differences between tongue and DSP and, hence,
can be used to determinine which are consistent with the observed behaviour (i.e. lesions
forming in tongue, but not in DSP). Here we focus on establishing why a qualitative differ-
ence in the extent of cell death between DSP and tongue exists, and we have thus not
embarked on a quantitative estimation of the depth of lesions. The model was parameterised
using data from the published literature, with data gaps on epithelium structure filled by
new experimental data. The sensitivity of the model predictions to changes in the parameters
was explored to assess the robustness of any conclusions.
Methods
Mathematical model
Amathematical model was developed to investigate the potential determinants of FMDV lysis.
The model is aimed at investigating the spread, cell infiltration and cell lysis by virions intro-
duced into epithelial tissue. As events occur over space and time, the model is formulated in
terms of a system of linked nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs). For simplicity, the
model describes the dynamics of FMDV in a column of epithelium, so that there is only one
spatial dimension (Fig 3). Moreover, the model only considers the dynamics of FMDV in epi-
thelium over the short-term (approximately 48 hours), for a timescale sufficient for lesions to
occur but before the adaptive immune response begins to play a significant role. Model vari-
ables are presented in Table 1. Taking an Occam’s razor approach, it is assumed that cells in
the DSP and tongue are fundamentally the same, with the exception of already described struc-
tural differences between the two tissues.
Model structure. The PDE model of FMDV dynamics in epithelial tissue considers both
the tissue fraction of epithelial cells and extracellular space (Sc and Se respectively) and the viral
concentration in them (Vc and Ve respectively).
To allow for the lytic effect of FMDV replication the model also includes the amount of an
intracellular resource (K). The intracellular resource is a general term representing the
resources which the virus exploits for its replication but are essential for cell function and sur-
vival. Depletion of the intracellular resource K due to viral replication leads to cell death in the
model. Given the lack of information on mechanism(s) involved in FMDV-induced cell death
[10], this study focuses on the events of cell lysis in general, rather than distinguishing between
apoptosis and necrosis as the type of cell death preceding it.
Epithelial structure is incorporated in the model using an activator. This is a general term
representing the combination of resources (e.g. nutrients, chemical signals) which account col-
lectively for the ability of cells to proliferate and differentiate into different types within the epi-
thelium. It is assumed the activator diffuses through the epithelium after being delivered at the
basement membrane and that different cell layers are defined by the level of activator available
to them; cell layer boundaries are located where the concentration of activator, E, drops below
Mathematical Modelling of Foot-And-Mouth Disease Virus
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Fig 3. Schematic diagram of the continuummodel. Example of FMDV infection of tongue epithelial cells with virus entering through the basement
membrane. Darker shades of green and purple indicate higher concentration of extracellular and cellular FMDV respectively. Infection dynamics are the
same in DSP, though tissue structure and usual site of viral entry are different. Tongue epithelium thickness is LT, basal-spinous epithelium thickness is LTg,
while basal cell layer thickness is LTb (left hand side). For DSP the equivalents are LP for epithelium thickness and LPb for basal cell layer thickness. No
granular layer is present in DSP, therefore there is no distinction between whole epithelium and basal-spinous epithelium thickness. Function gB (red line,
right hand side) takes values of approximately 1 for basal cells, dropping to approximately zero everywhere else. Function gG (black dashed line) is
approximately 1 for the basal-spinous epithelium, dropping to approximately zero for granular cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138571.g003
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certain thresholds. To inform the activator parameters of this model, data on epithelial growth
factor (EGF) were used (see S3 Supplementary Information).
The distance from the basement membrane, x, is measured in cm and the time, t, is mea-
sured in hours.
Response functions. Epithelium cell layer structure is incorporated in the model by sev-
eral functions of the activator E. Cell proliferation occurs in the basal layer [11], while viral rep-
lication and uptake are believed to be restricted to basal and spinous cells. The latter stems
from the recorded presence of FMDV and of the integrins involved with FMDV uptake in
basal and spinous layers [9, 12] and the absence of such data for the granular layer. Cell layers
are defined by continuous functions which express more accurately the continuous nature of
the epithelium and the lack of clear boundaries between layers. Function gB(E) defines the
boundary between the basal and spinous layers, while gG(E) defines the boundary between the
spinous and granular layers. In this case,
gBðEÞ ¼
Em2ðEm20 þ Em2B Þ
Em20 ðEm2 þ Em2B Þ
ð1Þ
gGðEÞ ¼
Em3ðEm30 þ Em3G Þ
Em30 ðEm3 þ Em3G Þ
ð2Þ
where EB and EG are the threshold concentration for the basal-spinous boundary and the spi-
nous-granular (tongue) or spinous-epithelium surface (DSP), respectively, while exponentsm2
andm3 accommodate a sharp transition between layers. A schematic diagram of the values of
gB and gG over epithelial cell layers is included in Fig 3.
Potential differences in viral replication and uptake between basal and spinous cells are
described in the model through the use of parameters indicating cell permissiveness to viral
replication, ρB and ρS, and cell vulnerability to viral uptake, μB and μS. Preference of one layer
over the other is expressed by higher values for the parameters referring to that layer. For
example, higher FMDV replication in the basal layer means that ρB> ρS. The absolute differ-
ence of the vulnerability parameters in each case, jρB−ρSj and jμB−μSj, is a measure of the differ-
ence in the viral preference between cell layers. These differences are incorporated in the model
by the functions hR(E) and hU(E) given by,
hRðEÞ ¼ rS þ ðrB  rSÞgBðEÞ ð3Þ
hUðEÞ ¼ mS þ ðmB  mSÞgBðEÞ ð4Þ
so that hR(E)’ ρS in the spinous layer and hR(E)’ ρB in the basal layer, and likewise for hU(E).
Table 1. Model variables.
Variable Units
Sc Cellular volume fraction (non dimensional)
Se Extracellular volume fraction (non dimensional)
Vc Cellular viral concentration PFU × cm
−1
Ve Extracellular viral concentration PFU × cm
−1
K Intracellular resource cm−1
E Activator concentration cm−1
v Velocity of cells cm × h−1
u Velocity of extracellular ﬂuid cm × h−1
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138571.t001
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As there is little experimental evidence of such differences between layers (see S3 Supplemen-
tary Information for details), the default values for these parameters are ρS = ρB = 1 and μS = μB
= 1, but the effect of hypothetical differences will be explored to see if they could be a determi-
nant of lysis. In the absence of experimental data supporting additional differences between
epithelial cell layers, and for simplicity, no further differences were incorporated in the model.
The cell death response function f(K) was assumed to be a Hill like function, such that,
f ðKÞ ¼ K1=2
m1
K1=2
m1 þ Km1 ð5Þ
where f(K1/2) = 1/2. Depletion of cell resources below this threshold (K K1/2) triggers cell
death at a maximum rate (corresponding to f(K) 1).
Model equations. Epithelial tissue is assumed to consist only of cellular and extracellular
space, so that
Seðx; tÞ|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
extracellular space fraction
þ Scðx; tÞ|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
cellular space fraction
¼ 1: ð6Þ
In order for cells to proliferate in the basal layer, neighbouring cells need to migrate to
accommodate new cell volume. Furthermore, extracellular fluid is drawn in to fill the volume
gaps created by cell migration. The rate of such movements is described by the velocity v for
the cells and u for the extracellular fluid. Cell division is governed by the level of activator E,
and occurs at a rate βgB(E). Cell death occurs at a rate dependent on the generic resource K,
namely Ff(K)Sc, where F is the maximum observed cell lysis rate and f(K) is a normalised
response function. The equations for Sc and Se are thus
@
@t
ðScÞ þ
@
@x
ðvScÞ ¼ Ff ðKÞSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
FMDVinduced cell death
þ bgBðEÞSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
cell division
ð7Þ
@
@t
ðSeÞ þ
@
@x
ðuSeÞ ¼ Ff ðKÞSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
FMDVinduced cell death
bgBðEÞSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
cell division
: ð8Þ
The activator is delivered through the basement membrane and diffuses through the epithe-
lium (with diffusion constant DE). Living cells take up activator at rate λ, while there is also nat-
ural decay (at rate δ). The activator dynamics are described by
@E
@t
¼ DE
@2E
@x2|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
activator diffusion
 lScE|ﬄ{zﬄ}
activator uptake by cells
 dE|{z}
activator decay
: ð9Þ
Since the activator diffuses much more rapidly than FMDV (see Table 2), it is assumed that
its distribution is in a near equilibrium (or quasi-steady) state over the timescale of viral
dynamics. Using this assumption we obtain
DE
@2E
@x2
¼ lScE þ dE: ð10Þ
Mathematical Modelling of Foot-And-Mouth Disease Virus
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Viral uptake, as well as replication, depends on the cell type, with inter-layer variability
described by functions gG(E) and hU(E) for uptake and gG(E) and hR(E) for replication. Replica-
tion of FMDV occurs within cells, at a maximal rate ξ, resulting in the consumption of the
generic resource, K, at an hourly rate ρ per unit of virus concentration. Uptake of extracellular
virus by cells (infection), at a rate μ, is enabled by the presence of receptors on the cell surface.
Release of FMDV into the extracellular space can occur by two processes: (non-lytic) escape
from infected cells while alive (at rate γ); and release of virus during lysis. No direct cell-to-cell
virus movement is assumed to occur, so virus must pass through the extracellular space first. In
the intracellular space viral particles are assumed to be transported only by cell movement. In
Table 2. Model parameters, their interpretation and ‘standard’ values used in the simulations.
Parameter Value
β maximum rate of cell proliferation 1.33 × 10−2 h−1 [13]
λ uptake rate of activator by cells 1.97 × 10−12 h−1 [14]
δ decay rate of activator 0.693 h−1 [15]
DE diffusion coefﬁcient of activator 1.86 × 10
−3 cm2 h−1 [16]
Φ maximum rate of cell lysis due to viral infection 3.33 × 10−1 h−1 [17]
ξ maximal replication rate of virus 1.56 × 10−1 PFU /resource fraction (based on
[24])
ρ rate at which virus uses up intracellular resource 2.46 × 10−2/(PFU × h × cm−1 (based on [24])
μ virion-cell afﬁnity and internalisation rate 2 × 10−5 h−1 (based on [18])
γ rate of virus release by live cells 0 h−1 (see S3 Supplementary Information)
DV diffusion coefﬁcient of virions 3.67 × 10
−4 cm2/ h [19]
ρB deﬁnes relative susceptibility of basal layer to
FMDV replication
1 (see S3 Supplementary Information)
ρS deﬁnes relative susceptibility of spinous layer to
FMDV replication
1 see S3 Supplementary Information)
μB deﬁnes relative vulnerability of basal layer to
FMDV infection
1 (see S3 Supplementary Information)
μS deﬁnes relative vulnerability of spinous layer to
FMDV infection
1 (see S3 Supplementary Information)
K1/
2
value of K at which cell death is half maximum
value
38.1 resource units × cm−1 (see S3
Supplementary Information)
m1 exponent in function f which deﬁnes resource
depletion
4 (see S3 Supplementary Information)
m2 exponent in function gB which deﬁnes the basal
layer
80 (see S3 Supplementary Information)
m3 exponent in function gG which deﬁnes the basal
and spinous layers
80 (see S3 Supplementary Information)
LP thickness of dorsal soft palate 1.71 × 10
−2 cm (measured data)
LT thickness of tongue 1.66 × 10
−1 cm (measured data)
LPb threshold of spinous cell layer in dorsal soft
palate
1.41 × 10−3 cm (measured data)
LTb threshold of spinous cell layer in tongue 1.22 × 10
−3 cm (measured data)
LTg threshold of granular cell layer in tongue 1.59 × 10
−1 cm (measured data)
EB concentration of E at basal-spinous interface 9.66 × 10
−1 (DSP) (based on measured data),
9.77 × 10−1 (tongue) (based on measured data)
EG concentration of E at spinous-granular interface
(DSP) or spinous-surface interface (tongue)
6.3 × 10−1 (DSP) (based on measured data),
8.18 × 10−2 (tongue) (based on measured data)
The values are either taken from the indicated source, measured as part of the study or estimated (see S3
Supplementary Information).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138571.t002
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the extracellular space, however, viral particles are assumed to be transported via diffusion.
The equations of Vc and Ve are thus,
@
@t
ðVcScÞ þ
@
@x
ðvVcScÞ ¼ KhRðEÞgGðEÞVcSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
FMDV replication
þgGðEÞhUðEÞVeSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
FMDV uptake by cells
 VcSc|ﬄ{zﬄ}
FMDV releaseby live cells
 f ðKÞVcSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
FMDV release due to FMDVinduced cell lysis
ð11Þ
@
@t
ðVeSeÞ þ
@
@x
ðuVeSeÞ ¼ gGðEÞhUðEÞVeSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
FMDV uptake by cells
þ VcSc|ﬄ{zﬄ}
FMDV release by live cells
þ f ðKÞVcSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
FMDV release due to FMDVinduced cell lysis
þDV
@
@x
ðSe
@Ve
@x
Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
FMDV diffusion
ð12Þ
Intracellular resource, K, is assumed to be contained within cells and to move within space
as a result of cell migration only. As basal cells grow and divide, a corresponding amount of
resource is produced (at rate βgB(E)KSc). This amount of resource is maintained by healthy
cells but is depleted following infection at a rate proportional to viral replication (rate ρKhR(E)
gG(E)Vc Sc). The equation for the intracellular resource, K, is thus
@
@t
ðKScÞ þ
@
@x
ðvKScÞ ¼  KhRðEÞgGðEÞVcSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
loss of resource due to FMDV replication
 f ðKÞKSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
loss of resource due to FMDVinduced cell lysis
þ gBðEÞKSc|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
production of resource due to cell division
ð13Þ
where Ff(K)KSc is the rate of resource loss in the system due to cell death.
The model parameters are summarised in Tables 2 and 3. Parameter estimates were
obtained from the published literature (references [13–17, 19, 20]) or, in the case of epithelium
structure, were derived from direct measurement. Full details are provided in S3 Supplemen-
tary Information (where references [21–24] provide additional information on parameter esti-
mates). For the estimation of parameters ξ and ρ, a simplified, non-spatial form of the
dimensional model was used in combination with relevant in vitro data (see S4 Supplementary
Information and reference [18]). The parameter estimates in Tables 2 and 3 were used as a
starting point for the exploration of the system, with global sensitivity analysis complementing
its investigation.
Boundary and initial conditions. Initially, the epithelium is assumed to be healthy and
intact, so that the cellular volume fraction, Sc, and the intracellular resource, K, are at a maxi-
mum healthy level, α and K0 respectively. Viral concentration is equal to zero everywhere
except at the point of infection, ep, which is assumed to be a point in the extracellular space.
Details on the selection of four potential viral entry points are given in S3 Supplementary
Mathematical Modelling of Foot-And-Mouth Disease Virus
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Information. The basement membrane is considered to be the most likely entry point for the
tongue and the epithelium surface for the DSP. The initial conditions are thus,
t ¼ 0 : Sc ¼ a; Se ¼ 1 a; K ¼ K0; Vc ¼ 0; Veðx; 0Þ ¼ V0dðx  epÞ
where δ(.) is Dirac’s delta function.
The activator, E, diffuses from the basement membrane, at x = 0, and is assumed to be at a
fixed concentration there. Extracellular virus, Ve, is allowed to diffuse out of the basement
membrane depending on a mass transfer coefficient, QV.
Eð0; tÞ ¼ E0;  DV
@Ve
@x
ð0; tÞ ¼ QVVeð0; tÞ
One of the main differences between the DSP and the tongue is the presence of the kerati-
nised corneal layer in the tongue which acts as a barrier to the passage of activator and extracel-
lular virus. For the tongue it is assumed,
@E
@x
ðLT ; tÞ ¼ 0;
@Ve
@x
ðLT ; tÞ ¼ 0:
In the DSP there is no such barrier and Robin conditions are imposed on the boundary, namely,
DE
@E
@x
ðLP; tÞ ¼ QEEðLP; tÞ;  DV
@Ve
@x
ðLP; tÞ ¼ QVVeðLP; tÞ:
Activator and virus obey Fick’s law of mass transfer and move from an area of high concentra-
tion (epithelium) to an area of low concentration (outside the epithelium) in line with mass
transfer coefﬁcients,QE andQV respectively.
Using the boundary conditions of activator, E, and assuming that the cellular volume frac-
tion, Sc, is constant (Sc = α), Eq (10) is solved to obtain the initial condition for activator
Table 3. Initial and boundary conditions parameters.
Parameter Condition Value
α initial cellular space volume Sc(x, 0) 0.95 [8]
E0 activator at the basement membrane E(0, t) 1 cm
−1
K0 initial intracellular resource fraction per
unit length
K(x, 0) 952 cm−1
V0 viral infectious dose Ve(ep, 0) 2290 PFU × cm
−1
QE activator mass transfer coefﬁcient @E@x ðLPÞ 5.69 × 10−2 cm × h−1
QV FMDV mass transfer coefﬁcient @Ve
@x ðLPÞ 2.85 × 10
−2 cm × h−1
ep viral entry point various points
tested
0, 3 × 10−3cm, Li or Li−3 × 10
−3 cm,
where i = P,T
See S3 Supplementary Information for details.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138571.t003
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concentration
Eðx; 0Þ ¼
E0 A
QE
DE
 
e2ALP eAx
QE
DE
ð1 e2ALPÞ þ Að1þ e2ALPÞ
þ
E0
QE
DE
þ A
 
eAx
QE
DE
ð1 e2ALPÞ þ Að1þ e2ALPÞ
; 0  x  LP in palate;
ð14Þ
Eðx; 0Þ ¼ E0e
Ax
1þ e2ALT þ
E0e
2ALT eAx
1þ e2ALT ; 0  x  LT in tongue; ð15Þ
where A ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðlaþ dÞ=DNp . This is the state of the system in the absence of virus.
Numerical methods
To make implementation of the model more efficient the Eqs (6)–(13) were non-dimensiona-
lised. Moreover, in the non-dimensional equations cell proliferation was negligible over the
time-scale of the viral dynamics and so could be ignored (see S1 Supplementary Information).
Spatial derivates were replaced with their central difference approximations and the resulting
ordinary differential equations were solved numerically in Matlab [25] using a variable order
solver for stiff systems (based on Gear’s method).
Sensitivity analysis
Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) [26] was used to explore the sensitivity of the model predic-
tions to changes in the parameter estimates. A hundred replicates were conducted for each sen-
sitivity analysis, this number being well above the recommended lower limit of LHS replicates
[27]. Parameter values were chosen logarithmically over the chosen range, with the exception
of values for exponentsm1,m2,m3 which were chosen linearly over the range [1, 100].
Results
Investigation of the role of epithelial tissue structure in FMDV-induced
lysis
The model was investigated numerically for both DSP and tongue using the default parameter
values (Table 2). All four entry points tested (see Table 3) had similar effects on the behaviour of
the system: fast and complete destruction of the intracellular resource, K, and of the cellular frac-
tion, Sc, and the presence of intracellular virus, Vc, and extracellular virus, Ve, in the tissue. In
Fig 4 results of the cases corresponding to the most likely source of infection for each tissue are
presented; DSP is a site of primary infection with FMDV [5] thus ep = LP, and tongue is usually
infected through viraemia [5] so here ep = 0. These results are independent of the differences in
epithelial tissue thickness with no signs of surviving cellular fraction when tongue thickness, LT,
is reduced to the thickness of DSP, or DSP thickness, LP, increased to the size of tongue.
An initial exploration of the system indicated that the most influential parameters are the
viral replication parameters ξ and ρ, but parameters K1/2, μ, DV, QV, V0,m1,m2,m3, ρB, ρS, μB
and μS were also shown to affect the model dynamics. Of these, parameters ρB, ρS, μB and μS
were initially treated as constant assuming no differences in FMDV uptake and replication
rates between layers. Sensitivity analyses were carried out for each viral entry point.
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Fig 4. Simulation results for DSP and tongue over a 48 hour timescale. Epithelium surface used as the viral entry point for DSP and basement
membrane as the viral entry point for tongue. (a), (b) Cellular space fraction, Sc, of DSP and tongue respectively. (c), (d) Intracellular viral load, VcSc, of DSP
and tongue respectively measured in PFU/cm. (e), (f) Extracellular viral load, VeSe, of DSP and tongue respectively measured in PFU/cm. Green area at the
bottom right hand corner of (e) indicates viral entry in DSP. Due to different scaling of (f), viral entry in tongue is not visible (bottom left hand corner). (g), (h)
Intracellular resource, K, of DSP and tongue respectively, measured in cm−1. (i), (j) Activator concentration, E, of DSP and tongue respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138571.g004
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In Fig 5 results of the LHS sensitivity analysis for the default viral entry points for DSP and
tongue are presented. Because the model is highly sensitive to parameters ξ and ρ, these are
excluded from this investigation, but their effect on the model is explored more extensively in
the next section. Parameters explored here are K1/2, μ, DV, QV and V0 for which tested values
range from 0.1 × to 10 × their default estimates, andm1,m2, andm3 which take values from the
range [1, 100]. Results presented in Fig 5 are consistent with the findings of the model for the
original parameter values, predicting cell death of the entire epithelial cell column. Other viral
entry points produce similar results.
Fig 5. Extensive sensitivity analysis. LHS applied to the model with tested parameters ranging from 0.1 to 10 times their estimated values shows the
consistency of results in predicting destruction of the cellular column. As parameters are varied, Sc in graph (a) of the DSP remains bounded below 1 × 10
−6
and VcSc in graph (c) below 4 × 10
−7 PFU/cm, apart from at surface where Sc < 6 × 10
−6 and VcSc < 15 × 10
−7 PFU/cm. In graph (b) of the tongue, Sc is
bounded below 10−5 for most of the tissue, but closer to the granular layer Sc < 3 × 10
−3. Similarly, in graph (d) VcSc is bounded below 10
−5 PFU/cm for most
of the tissue, but closer to the granular layer VcSc < 5 × 10
−4 PFU/cm. The range of possible results is plotted in 5 percentile steps (shaded), from 100
replicates. Parameters tested: K1/2, μ, DV,QV, V0,m1,m2,m3.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138571.g005
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Sensitivity of the model to viral replication parameters
The maximal replication rate of FMDV, ξ, and the rate of FMDV resource consumption, ρ,
were highlighted as the parameters to which the model is most sensitive. A reduction of the
maximal replication rate to 7.5% of its default estimate or a decrease of the FMDV resource
consumption rate to 9% of its default estimate result in a substantial difference in the surviving
cellular space fraction between tongue and DSP (88% in DSP vs 77% in tongue and 89% in
DSP vs 80% in tongue, respectively). A simultaneous alteration to the values of both parameters
at 29% of their default values has a similar outcome (79% in DSP vs 67% in tongue). These
modifications in the default values of these parameters are the minimum required to achieve a
difference in the level of cell survival between the DSP and tongue. We note that simulation
results will still show destruction of cells in both tissues if allowed to run for longer times, but
this occurs at a timescale beyond the scope of the current model.
Further exploration of the system with respect to the combined effect of these two parame-
ters is presented in Fig 6. Values of the two parameters for which there is a different behaviour
of the system between the two tissues in regards to the levels of cell survival can be identified,
but the results are highly sensitive to small changes to these values.
Effect of the level of viral uptake by cells and viral diffusion on cell death
The uptake rate of FMDV by cells, μ, and the diffusion rate of FMDV, DV, did not greatly influ-
ence the model predictions, whether varied in combination or individually. This outcome for
parameter μ is particularly unexpected as the uptake rate of virus by cells and, therefore, the
receptor distribution, are generally considered of major importance for the infection of cells by
FMDV and have been suggested as potential determinants for epithelial cell death [28, 29].
Total destruction of both tissues is observed for μ as low as 10−20 × its default value. Changes to
the value of DV of up to three orders of magnitude result in total or large scale destruction of
the cellular space.
Role of potential differences in viral uptake and replication between cell
layers
As described above, the model shows that based on the current estimates of the viral replication
parameters ξ and ρ, and for any level of viral uptake, μ, (aside of μ = 0) there is complete
destruction of the whole cellular column. Consequently, any differences in viral replication
and/or viral uptake between basal and spinous layers will not affect the occurrence of extensive
cell death as long as the default estimates for these parameters reflect the dynamics of the sys-
tem in at least one layer. It is noted here that extensive cell death in FMDV-infected epithelial
tissues is considered to lead to the formation of vesicular lesions regardless of the epithelium
depth where it occurs.
Nevertheless we set out to investigate the effect of the potentially different vulnerability of
basal and spinous layers to infection and viral replication for parameter estimates which allow
the survival of cells. For this reason parameters ξ and ρ were set to the previously identified
level of 29% of their default estimates. Results show the difference in the minimum cell survival
in the two epithelia to widen when basal cells are more prone to FMDV infection or replication
(see Figs S5.1-S5.3 in S5 Supplementary Information). Interestingly, it has been suggested that
integrin αvβ6, which is thought to act as the main FMDV receptor [9], is expressed more in
spinous than basal cells [9] making the extraction of conclusions even more complicated.
Based on the model results though, it appears that different FMDV replication rates between
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different cell layers and different receptor distribution between different cell layers could cause
a substantial difference in the levels of cell survival between DSP and tongue.
Effect of other parameters in combination with viral replication
parameters
A difference in the levels of cell survival between DSP and tongue were observed for a 40%
increase in the estimate of the mass transfer coefficient of FMDV, QV, or a 25% decrease in the
estimate of the threshold amount of resource for cell death, K1/2 (see Figs S5.4 & S5.5 in S5 Sup-
plementary Information).
Fig 6. Sensitivity analysis for alterations to viral replication parameter estimates.Model sensitivity to alterations of the estimates of the maximal
replication rate of FMDV, ξ, and the rate of intracellular resource consumption by FMDV, ρ, as exhibited by the percentage of the remaining cellular space
fraction, Sc, 48 hours post infection. (a), (b) Percentage of minimum surviving cellular space fraction over the whole tissue column for the case of DSP and
tongue respectively. (c), (d) Percentage of average surviving cellular space fraction over the whole tissue column for the case of DSP and tongue
respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138571.g006
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Role of the site of infection
Setting the level of the maximal replication rate, ξ, and the level of resource consumption by
FMDV, ρ, at 0.29 × their default estimates, we explored the effect of the site of viral entry to the
epithelium (Fig 7). DSP exhibits higher levels of cell survival than tongue for all cases. Compar-
ing the lowest level of cell survival for DSP, which is the result of viral entry at a point at about
two cells distance from the basement membrane, with the highest level of tongue survival
which is a result of viral entry at the basement membrane, there is still more cell survival in the
DSP. For both tissues, higher levels of survival are observed for the default viral entry points,
while interestingly the lowest levels of cell survival for the tongue are exhibited when FMDV
enters on the granular layer surface or about two cells in from there.
Effect of other parameters
In the investigation of the model only two more parameters had an effect on the levels of cell
survival. Results showed that changes in the rate of FMDV release by live cells, γ, and the maxi-
mum rate of cell death, F, can limit the destruction of cellular space, but their effect is similar
in both DSP and tongue.
Discussion
In this study we have used mathematical modelling to explore a range of potential mechanisms
which could explain why lesions form in certain epithelial tissues (e.g. tongue) but not in others
(e.g. DSP). Specifically, we considered whether this difference in the outcome of infection
could result from differences in: (i) epithelium size and structure; (ii) receptor distribution
between tissues; (iii) receptor distribution in different layers of the same tissue; (iv) viral repli-
cation rates between tissues; and (v) viral replication rates in different layers of the same tissue.
Importantly, these hypotheses would be very difficult to test experimentally.
Based on current parameter estimates, the model predicted cell death of the entire column
in both the tongue and DSP. This level of FMDV-induced cell death is unrealistic; experimental
observations of vesicular lesions indicate that these are not a result of such excessive cell death.
The model results suggest that epithelial tissue thickness and cell layer structure alone are not
sufficient to account for the difference in behaviour of the tissues. This is supported by simula-
tions where the thickness of both the tissues was altered to resemble the other, while their cell
layer structure is maintained. Furthermore, extensive sensitivity analysis of the system showed
the model predictions to be robust to a ten-fold increase or decrease in the parameter estimates,
with the exception of viral replication parameters ξ and ρ.
Changes to the maximal replication rate of FMDV, ξ and the rate at which FMDV uses up
intracellular resource, ρ can produce a different behaviour of the two tissues, with DSP
exhibiting higher cell survival than tongue. This result is, however, highly sensitive to small
changes to ξ and ρ. This suggests that while the current viral replication rate estimates cannot
drive the different behaviour, differences in these rates between tissues could. This latter pos-
sibility is considered unlikely based on the available data for FMDV, since epithelial tissues
are fundamentally the same.
Expression levels of integrin αvβ6, differ markedly between tongue and DSP, with consis-
tently high levels of expression in tongue and no detectable expression in DSP [9]. This obser-
vation led the authors of the study to suggest this integrin as the major receptor related to
FMDV epithelial tropism. In this case receptor distribution could be a determinant of cell
death, but only if αvβ6 is the exclusive integrin of FMDV. However, integrins αvβ1 [30], αvβ3
[31] and αvβ8 [32] have also been reported to facilitate FMDV infection. This makes it unlikely
αvβ6 to be the only receptor used by FMDV. Indeed, the insensitivity of the model predictions
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Fig 7. Simulation results for different viral entry points. Simulation results of cellular space fraction, Sc, for DSP and tongue over a 48 hour timescale for
maximal replication rate, ξ, and rate of FMDV resource consumption, ρ, both set at 0.29 × their default estimates. (a), (b) Basement membrane used as the
viral entry point for DSP and epithelium surface as the viral entry point for tongue respectively. (c), (d) Viral entry point for both DSP and tongue set at
Li−3 × 10
−3 cm. (e), (f) Viral entry point for both DSP and tongue set at 3 × 10−3 cm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138571.g007
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to the uptake rate of FMDV by cells, μ, suggest that, although presence of receptors is essential
for epithelial cell infection and lysis, a difference in receptor distribution between different epi-
thelial tissues is not a determinant of cell death.
Having explored different levels of vulnerability of basal and spinous layers to infection and
viral replication in combination with lower estimates for ξ and ρ, we can conclude that these
differences can intensify the difference in the lytic behaviour between the two tissues. Interest-
ingly, although the model results show a bigger gap in the levels of cell survival between DSP
and tongue for the case of reduced FMDV replication and uptake in the spinous layer, integrin
αvβ6 has been suggested to be expressed at higher levels in spinous than basal cells [9] making
conclusions difficult to draw. Based on the results of this study different FMDV replication
rates between different cell layers and different receptor distribution between different cell lay-
ers cannot be yet rejected as possible determinants of cell death.
Our study examined FMDV dynamics in a single epithelial cell column with FMDV and
activator transport between basement membrane and epithelium surface. In reality, the early
stages of infection will affect a few ‘columns’ of cells, a situation which the current model
should represent reasonably well. However, activator and virus will also spread outwards to
neighbouring cells. Although activator concentration across layers wouldn’t be altered as acti-
vator is assumed to be delivered at a constant rate throughout the basement membrane, this
would not be the case for FMDV. Viral spread will lead to a wave of infection and lysis expand-
ing from the initial infection site. A 3D, or radially symmetric 2D, model would be needed to
capture this and this is an interesting avenue to explore in the future.
Our results about the roles of structure and viral replication are consistent with an earlier,
ordinary differential equation model of FMDV infection in epithelium [8]. The model of Schley
et al. (2011) predicted the development of lesions in thick epithelial tissues and not in thin epi-
thelia, only when the estimates of the basal cells proliferation rate and the maximum cell death
rate were altered. In the present study a proliferation rate of epithelial cells similar to the one
used to the aforementioned paper was considered negligible for the timescale of interest and
was therefore eliminated from the model. The maximum cell death rate was investigated as a
parameter which potentially affects lysis, but our results have shown this not to result in any
differences in cell death between tongue and DSP. It should be noted that Schley et al. esti-
mated the average thickness of the live epithelial tissues of tongue and DSP to be considerably
lower than the estimates of the authors; live tongue epithelium was estimated to be 2.3 × 10−2
cm and DSP epithelium 9 × 10−3 cm [8]. In the present study measurements suggest live tongue
epithelium to be about 1.66 × 10−1 cm and DSP to be 1.71 × 10−2 cm. Furthermore, our study
enables the investigation of potential differences between epithelial cell layers, while it provides
the framework for further hypothesis testing in the future.
Finally, this work highlights the relationship between the timescale of cell infection and
that of the intracellular events leading to cell lysis and viral release. Since viral uptake occurs
much faster than the chain of events leading to viral release (viral replication—resource con-
sumption—cell lysis), different rates of viral uptake have negligible effect on the system
because further cell infection depends on the death rate of already infected cells. This suggests
that the investigation of FMDV replication and its potential inhibition is more of interest for
the control of FMDV-induced cell death, than the investigation of FMDV uptake and the dis-
tribution of FMDV receptors.
Conclusions
The model presented here predicts extensive cell death in both DSP and tongue for the current
set of parameter estimates. Moreover, exploring the sensitivity of the model to changes in the
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parameters indicates that differences in epithelial structure are unlikely to be driving the differ-
ence in behaviour between tongue and DSP. Accordingly, additional biological detail needs to
be incorporated in the model. A next step when investigating the dynamics of FMDV in epithe-
lial tissues, would be to incorporate effects of the host immune response, for example, the anti-
viral action of interferon (IFN) or lymphocytes. The IFN response has been shown
experimentally to differ between tongue and DSP [33] and so will influence the dynamics of
FMDV in these tissues. It has also been speculated that lymphocytes also have a role in FMDV-
induced cell lytic events [6] and investigation of this would be of particular interest. The model
presented in this paper provides an ideal framework in which to incorporate this additional
biological realism.
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